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In an aviary study, each of six male EuAbstract.
ropean Nuthatches Sitta europaea was allowed to
hoard 30 sunflower seeds in natural hoarding substrates. After eight days, each bird was allowed to
search for its cached seedsand its performance compared with that of a bird without previous experience
of the specific aviary. In all but one case, the hoarder
found significantly more seedsthan did the naive bird
and the hoarder also found the first seed significantly
sooner.Furthermore,hoardersfound a fixed numberof
seedsmore quickly than did naive birds. These results
suggestmemory of cache sites.
Key words: hoarding,
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Hoarding of food for future use is important in many
bird species(Roberts 1979, Klllander and Smith 1990,
Vander Wall 1990). In Nuthatches(Sittaspp.), the behavior has been describedin all speciesstudied(Lohrl
1988). North European Nuthatches (Sittu europaea)
hoard large numbers of seeds (Klllander 1993) and
have been seen retrieving cached food after several
months (Nilsson et al. 1993).
For hoarding to be adaptive, the hoarder must be
sufficiently better at relocatingits cachesthan are other
individuals (Andersson and Krebs 1978). Both niche
separationand memory have been proposedas methods for accuraterelocation of caches.Although there
is evidence for niche differences in hoarding birds
(e.g., Moreno et al. 1981, Brodin 1994a), in the species
most thoroughly studied, niche separationis not believed to be the major meansof securinghoardedfood
from competitors (Stevens and Krebs 1985, Brodin
1994b). Aviary studiesof Marsh Tits Purus palustris
(Cowie et al. 1981, Sherry 1981, Sherry et al. 1981,
Shettleworth and Krebs 1982), Clark’s Nutcrackers
Nucifraga columbiana (Vander Wall 1982, Balda and
Kamil 1992, Kamil et al. 1993), and Black-capped
Chickadees Parus africupillus (Sherry 1984, Hitchcock and Sherry 1990) have all supportedthe memory
hypothesis.The evidence for this hypothesis,however,
must be treated with some caution because most results, at least from non-Corvid passetines,come from
aviary studiesusing very small numbersof seeds(Table 1). This contrastsstronglywith the naturalsituation
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in which a bird must remember very large numbersof
caches (Grubb and Pravosudov 1994). Furthermore,
most aviary studieshave used artificial caching sites,
such as drilled holes, which also may have influenced
recovery accuracy.Probably, relocating a cache in a
natural, structurallycomplex environment will require
the rememberingof much more information than finding cached seedsin a simple, artificial one.
The aim of the present study was to establish the
role of memory as a possible mechanism for the relocation of caches in the European Nuthatch. In an
aviary study we usednaturalhoardingsubstrates,higher numbers of cached seeds, and longer retention intervals than have been used in most previous aviary
studies(Table 1).
METHODS
The experiment was conducted during the period 10
Januaryto 28 February 1994 in eight outdoor aviaries
near Lund, South Sweden. The aviaries had net roofs,
semi-transparentwalls on three sides, a wooden wall
on one side, and measured3.5 X 3.5 X 2 m. The birds
could hear but not see each other. To supply the experimentalbirds with hoardingsubstratessimilar to the
ones normally used in the field (Kallander 1993). each
aviary was furnishedwith stumpsof rottenwood, thick
brancheswith loose bark, and sidesof whole oak logs
with fresh bark and lichens on them.
Eight male Nuthatches were caught with mist-nets
at feeders baited with sunflower seeds.All birds were
bandedwith an aluminium ring and an individual combination of color rings. To accustomthem to the aviary
conditions, they were kept in the aviaries for about a
week (mean + SD = 7.5 ? 2.7 days) before the experiment started.During this time they were fed mealworms and had accessto water with a vitamin additive.
Each bird was allowed to hoard 30 dark sunflower
seeds. However, two of the eight birds only hoarded
16 and 18 seeds,respectively,and were excluded from
the analyses.It took the birds from 20-160 min (mean
= 92 t 59 min) to cache 30 seeds. In no case was a
seedhoardedoutsidethe provided hoardingsubstrates.
After the hoarding session,the bird was capturedand
put in a small cage indoors where it was given mealworms and water with vitamin additive. On the ninth
day after hoarding, it was brought back to the aviary
and allowed to retrieve seedsfor two hours. To obtain
a baseline estimate with which to compare each hoarder’s performance, we also let each bird searcha different aviary during two hoursfor the seedscachedby
one of the other Nuthatches.Thus birds were consid-
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TABLE 1. Summary of publishedaviary studiesinvestigatingthe accuracyof memory in small (non-Corvid)
passerinebirds. Given are means, or in caseswhere this could not be extractedfrom the original papers,ranges
of number of birds, number of seedshoarded and retention intervals.

Species

Black-cappedChickadee
(Parus atricapillus)

Marsh Tit
(Purus palustris)

n birds

n seeds

9
6-8
4-l
9
8
9
3

8
5
2-12
5
2-l
15
6

4

3-4

9

8-12

Retentmn interval

Hoarding
substrate1

SOWX

2 hr
l-84 days
24-48 hr
3 hr
4 hr
3 hr
3 hr
3-24 hr
2-3 hr

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Baker et al. 1988
Hitchcock and Sherry 1990
Sherry 1984
Sherry and Vaccarino 1989
Herz et al. 1994
Hitchcock and Sherry 1995
Sherry et al. 1981
Sherry 1981
Shettleworthand Krebs 1982

24 hr

N

Suhonenand Inki 1992

9 days

N

This study

Willow Tit
(Purus montunus)

11

2

6

30

EuropeanNuthatch

(Sittueuropaea)
I Hoardmg substrate is divided
structurallycomplex

into two categorier: A = artifiaal,

wtb

only one substrate and often with drilled holes as cache sites: N = natural,

substrates.

ered naive when searchinga different aviary other than
their own.
All search sessionstook place between 09:OOand
1l:OOafter overnight deprivationof food. With the aid
of photographsof the aviary on which the exact location of all caches were marked, seeds removed by
the naive bird were replaced before the hoarder was
allowed to search the aviary. Efforts were made to
mimic the original caches.This was achieved by covering the seedswith lichens or dead wood in the same
way as Nuthatchesnormally do (Kallander 1993) and
as they did when caching in the aviary. Every time a
bird found a seed,the time was recordedto the nearest
minute. All parametric tests follow Sokal and Rohlf
(1981) and nonparametrictestsfollow Siegel and Castellan (1988).
RESULTS
The naive birds found on average (2 SD) 10.8 + 6.7
seeds during the 2-hr trials, whereas those that had
originally hoarded the seedsfound an averageof 17.2
& 4.4 seeds. In all but one aviary, the hoarder found
more seedsthan the naive bird resultingin significantly
more seedsbeing consumedby the hoardersthan by
naive birds (Fig. 1; Wilcoxon signed-rankstest, n = 6,
T = 20, P < 0.05, two-tailed). Furthermore, the time
until the first seed was found was significantly shorter
for hoarders(.Z = 4.3 5 5.0 min) than for controls (X
= 13.5 t 12.1 min) (Wilcoxon, n = 6, T = 21, P <
0.05, two-tailed).
For each pair of searchsessions(naive and hoarder
searching the same aviary), the smallest number of
seeds found was determined; in all but one case this
was the number found by the naive bird (2 = 10.7 2
6.3 seeds).Starting with the first encounteredseed,the
time intervals between subsequentretrievals up to this
number were usedas a measureof searchtime. Hoarding individuals retrieved a seed on average every 5.7
2 7.3 min (median = 3 min) vs. 9.0 2 8.7 min (median = 6 min) for naive birds (Mann-Whitney U-test,
n, = 35, n, = 35, W, = 1,400.5, P < 0.01, two-tailed).

Our replacement of seeds found by the naive bird
could potentially have introduceda bias if the replaced
seedswere either easier or more difficult to find than
the original caches.Replacedseedswere, however, not
found significantlymore or less often than expectedby
chancein any replicate (binomial tests);the total number of replaced seeds found by the hoarders did not
differ from that expected (G,, = 0.37, df = 2, ns) and
hoarding individuals found replaced seedsneither earlier nor later than other seedsin the retrieval sequence
(Mann-Whitney U-test, n, = 35, nz = 70, W, = 1,084,
ns, two-tailed).
DISCUSSION
Our aviary experiment demonstratedthat birds that
cached seedsretrieved more of them than naive birds
allowed to searchthe sameaviary. Hoardersalsofound
seedssooner and with shorter intervals than did naive
birds. Becausethe birds were food-deprived before all
retrieval sessions,they should have had the same motivation to search for food in both situations.The potential possibility that our results were influenced by
differences in familiarity with the particularaviary between the naive and the hoarding bird is probably not
important becauseall eight aviaries were very similar
in design and in the location and structureof hoarding
substrates,and all individuals had spent one week in
such an aviary prior to the experiment.
A preferencefor specific types of caching sites cannot be excluded as the explanation for the higher retrieval accuracy of the hoarding birds. However, this
seemsless likely becausethe naive birds were allowed
to searchfor quite a long time in a very restrictedarea
(12.2 m2) and every cache substrateavailable should
have been searchedby the time the sessionended if
finding a seed was just a matter of looking in the right
places. Direct observationsalso confirmed that the naive bird visited all parts of the aviary during its search
session.In aviary 5 (Fig.l), the naive bird found more
seeds than the hoarder. Interestingly, the bird that
hoardedin that aviary was the fastestone to hoard 30
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FIGURE 1. Cumulative numbers of seeds found by the hoarder and the naive bird in each aviary. Filled
squares= the hoarder; open squares= the naive bird. (The results for two birds that failed to hoard 30 seeds
are not shown.)

seeds (in 20 min) and eight of the seeds were easily
found when the aviary was inspected afterwards. In
contrast, seeds cached by the other birds were very
carefully hidden and very difficult to see.
Seeds we had replaced were not over-represented
among those later found by the hoarder.Thus, replacement of seeds does not seem to have introduced any
bias. The other measureof accuracyof retrieval, mean
time until the first seed was recovered,does not suffer
from this potential bias, becauseonly one out of six
first-found seedswas a replaced one.
Hoarding birds not only found more seedsbut also
found the same number of seedsfaster than did naive
birds, suggestingthat this was not simply becausena-

ive birds stopped searchingafter a while. The explanation for these differences probably is that the positions of at least some of the hoarded seeds were still
rememberedby the hoarder after eight days. The pattern of retrieval seemsto differ between hoardersand
naive birds: most of the hoardersfirst rapidly retrieved
a few seeds and then retrieved seeds at longer intervals, whereasthe naive birds did not show this pattern
(Fig. 1).
The fact that the naive birds in this studydiscovered
a relatively high proportionof the cachessuggeststhat
intraspecific cache pilfering could be potentially important in the natural situation. European Nuthatches
live year-roundin permanentpair-territoriesvigorously
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defended against other Nuthatches(Matthysen 1985).
Therefore, most pilfering should be within the pair.
However, a recent experimental study showed that
such pilfering amountedto less than 5% (Hlrdling et
al. 1995). The successof naive birds to relocatecaches
in the presentstudytherefore most likely was an effect
of the restricted number of potential cache sites that
the aviary offered and the relatively high density of
cachescomparedwith the situationin nature.
Our study suggeststhat the Nuthatchesmost probably used memory to retrieve the seeds as has been
concludedfrom aviary studiesof other hoardingbirds
(see referencesin Table 1). Many of the previousstudies, however,have been criticized for using simple and
artificial hoarding substratesas well as low numbers
of hoarded seeds(usually less than 10 seeds;Table 1)
and short retention intervals (Grubb and Pravosudov
1994). By using artificial hoarding substratessuch as
drilled holes, the complexity of the environment is reduced considerably.In such environments,a memory
that is not sophisticatedenough to be used in natural
conditions may be sufficient for accurateretrieval. A
low density of hoarded food also means a low probability that naive birds shouldfind food items by chance
and so may discouragethem from continuingto search
for food. Our study has shown that even under somewhat more natural conditions, a memory for each
cache site seemsto be the most important mechanism
by which a hoarder retrieves its hoarded food.
The study was supportedby grants from the Swedish Natural Science ResearchCouncil to J.-A.N.
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